STOP ASIAN HATE

Listen, Learn and Act

Read

– History & Human Rights –

Minor Feelings: An Asian American Reckoning - Cathy Park Hong

We Gon’ Be Alright: Notes On Race And Resegregation - Jeff Chang

The Making of Asian America - Erika Lee

A Different Shade of Justice: Asian American Civil Rights in the South - Stephanie Hinnershitz

Race, Rights, and the Asian American Experience - Angelo N Ancheta

– Articles –

Asian Americans in the People’s History of the United States: Brief profiles of more than 20 people and events from Asian American and Pacific Islander people’s history. - Zinned project

The Slur I Never Expected to Hear in 2020: The New York Times - Cathy Park Hong

‘Model Minority’ Myth Again Used As A Racial Wedge Between Asians And Blacks: The New York Times - Cathy Park Hong

Asians Then and Now - Asia Society

Anti-Asian violence is on the rise. Here are some ways you can help Asian Americans: Vox - Terry Nguyen

– Novels –

On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous - Ocean Vuong

The Sympathizer - Viet Thanh Nguyen

Pachinko - Min Jin Lee

Little Fires Everywhere - Celeste Ng

Clay Walls - Ronyoung Kim

Ru - Kim Thuy

The Namesake - Jhumpa Lahiri

Girls Burn Brighter - Shobha Rao

The Woman Warrior - Maxine Hong Kingston

Marriage of a Thousand Lies - Sj Sindu

America Born Chinese - Gene Yuen Yang

Girls for Breakfast - David Yoo
Watch

— Netflix —

**Never Have I Ever (TV)** - Kalink & Lang Fisher
A dark comedy with the Park family, a perfect example

**Ali Wong Baby Cobra** - Ali Wong  NSFW
Stand-up comedy show diving into personal adventures, the difficult route to pregnancy, and feminism.

**Kim’s Convenience (TV)** - Ins Choi
A comedy about a Korean-Canadian family who owns a convenience store in Toronto and have to deal with clients and family.

**Ugly Delicious (TV)** - David Chang
Chef David Chang brings us in a delicious adventure and an intercultural quest for the most satisfying meals.

— Documentaries —

**The Racism Virus** - NBC Asian America
Program that explores issues faced by the community today: rise of violence during the pandemic.

**Deported** - NBC Asian America
Five-part documentary series that features original content centered around themes and voices found in Asian American and Pacific Islander communities.

**Asian Americans** - PBS
Five-hour film series on the ongoing role that Asian American have played on US history, told through intimate stories.

**Small Enough to Jail** - PBS
About the incredible saga of the Chinese immigrant Sung family, owners of Abacus Federal Savings of Chinatown, NY.

— Hulu —

**Fresh Off the Boat** - Nahnatchnka Khan
Comedy about pursuing the American Dream. It's the 90's and 12 year old, hip hop loving Eddie just moved to suburban Orlando from DC's Chinatown with his parents.

**Eat With Me** - David Au
When Emma moves in with her estranged, gay son, the pair must learn to reconnect through food where words fail, and face the foreclosure of the mill's Chinese restaurant and a stubborn fear of intimacy.

— Available to Rent —

**Columbus** - Kogonada
Casey lives with her mother in a little-known Midwestern town haunted by the promise of modernism. Jin, a visitor from Korea, attends to his dying father. They both find respite in one another despite their burden.

**Gook** - Justin Chon
Eli and Daniel, two Korean American brothers who own a struggling women’s shoe store, have an unlikely friendship with 11-year-old Kamilla. On the first day of the '92 LA riots, the trop must defend the store.

**Crazy Rich Asians** - Jon M. Chu
Romantic comedy-drama following native New Yorker Rachel Chu to Singapore to meet her boyfriend's family.

**Gran Torino** - Clint Eastwood
Korean War veteran Walt Kowalski sets out to reform his neighbors, That For, a Hmong teenager, who tries to steal his prized possession: a 1972 Gran Torino.

Read along: The Covid-19 era’s anti-Asian racism isn’t new. I learned this the hard way
**Listen**

– Podcasts –

**Asian Enough?** - The Los Angeles Times’
This podcast dives into the identity and experience of Asian Americans – the joys, the complications and everything else in between.

**Dear Asian Americans** - Just Like Media
A podcast for and by Asian Americans, focusing on authentic storytelling rooted in origin, identity, and legacy.

**Self Evident: Asian America’s Stories** - Self Evident Media
The host Cathy Erway tells personal Asian America’s stories and community conversations to challenge the narratives of where we come from, where we belong, and where we’re going.

**Asian Americana** - Asian Americana Media
A show about slices of distinctly Asian American culture and history.

**AsianBossGirl** - Melody Helen & Janet
A podcast by modern day Asian American women, talking about Asian American women working, dating, living.

**New Asian American Writers & Literature** - AAWW
Asian American Writer’s Workshop discusses NYC literary arts at the intersection of migration, race, and social justice.

**Donate**

- The AAPI Community Fund
- AAPI Progressive Action
- AAPI Women Lead
- Asian Americans Advancing Justice
- Asian Mental Health Collective
- National Asian American Pacific Islander Mental Health Association
- Save Our Chinatowns
- Stop AAPI Hate

**Watch (continue)**

– Youtube –

**Why is violence against Asian-Americans on the rise? | Inside Story** - Al Jazeera English

**Ken Jeong Adresses the Rise of Hate Crimes Against Asian-Americans** - Talks at Google

**Let’s get to the root of racial injustice with Megan Ming Francis** - TEDx Talks

**Hari Kondabolu Discusses Racism, Tolerance and Math** - Hari Kondabolu